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Abstract (Document Summary)

The faltering American immigration system, however, cannot be reformed piecemeal. Before a guest worker program is reactivated, the U.S. must deal
with the millions of illegal immigrants already here. And before it attempts to bring in more immigrants--and minimize whatever negative impact they might
have on certain sectors of the economy--the U.S. needs to set up an aggressive and equitable enforcement of wage and workplace protections to break
up the subterranean system of employers who exploit immigrants.

Full Text (1429   words)

(Copyright 2001 by the Chicago Tribune)

Stop by one of the houses going up all  over Chicago and listen to the work crews. It will be a good primer into what is right and wrong with American
immigration policy.

When the foundation is being dug you might hear Russian. That might become Polish when it's time for the bricklaying. The carpenters might speak
English--but with a sing-song Irish brogue. When the Mexican drywall  crews arrive, the language will change to Spanish, with beat-up boomboxes
bellowing mellow rancheras amid the intermittent buzzing of the screw guns. Finally, a SWAT team of Guatemalan, or perhaps Honduran, landscapers will
zoom by to plant the sod and the three obligatory evergreen shrubs, with the precision of a drill team.

Chicago will have yet another house built in good measure by illegal immigrant labor.

The exact mix and succession of nationalities will change from site to site. But in a sense, each house should be considered a monument to the genius of
American immigration. Coming from Tver, Gdansk, Limerick,  Guadalajara, Tegucigalpa or myriad other places, most of the workers may have difficulty
communicating with one another. But almost miraculously, they all  converge in Chicago to help build our city--or help cook or serve our food, drive taxis,
look after our elderly parents in nursing homes, program our computers or clean our homes.

It all  seems like a smoothly working operation until you consider how these workers got here. In the construction trades--as in countless other sectors--a
good portion of the labor pool is made up of illegal immigrants who may have overstayed a tourist or student visa, or crawled across the Mexican border
under cover of night.

The U.S. immigration system, which at first appears to be a marvel  of international cooperation, begins to look more like a Tower of Babel--a cacophony
of contradictory laws, strategies and messages that ill serve the interests of the U.S. or the immigrants.

The U.S. spends billions trying to keep illegals from entering-- some 400 Mexicans died last year trying to make the crossing across remote and
dangerous parts of the Arizona deserts. But once inside this country, presto, illegals join the workforce and become part of the American landscape, few if
any questions asked.
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Do we want immigrants or not? And if so, how many?

There are an estimated 29 million immigrants living in the U.S. right now, and of those, as many as 6 million to 7 million are here illegally. Of the illegals,
60 percent come from Mexico.

Increasingly Draconian legislation to punish and discourage illegals, along with geometric funding increases for border patrols and sophisticated detection
equipment, seem to do little to stanch the flow.

No matter how it's evaluated--keeping out illegal immigrants, efficiently filtering legal immigrants or serving the immigrant population fairly and promptly--
the present system does not work.

- - -

Waves of tolerance and hostility toward immigrants have alternated throughout American history, fueled by economic ups and downs, political rhetoric,
wars and, quite often, the suspicions of established immigrants toward more recent arrivals,  especially from a different part of the world.

In the 1990s, Republicans used California's ailing economy to whip up resentment against the Hispanic immigrants flooding the state. Proposition 187,
which would have denied public benefits to illegal immigrants, was approved by a landslide margin but later overturned by the courts.  Shortly before the
1996 election Congress passed tough- -some say vindictive--legislation to penalize and supposedly discourage illegal immigration. Voters in immigrant
communities returned the favor and punished Republican candidates. Courts, states and Congress have since revisited the 1996 legislation to soften many
of the more onerous provisions.

Today, barely five years later, the Bush administration--with an eye toward wooing back Hispanic voters--is preaching a radically different sermon. It is
floating proposals to legalize at least 1 million illegal immigrants, facilitate immigration from Mexico and bring back the guest-worker programs of the 1940s
and 1950s, later abandoned. And apparently still confident after the economic boom of the past decade, there is very little public hostility toward
immigrants, though that could change rapidly.

The clamor for immigration reform also is coming from Mexico's reformist administration of President Vicente Fox, who upended the political order by
defeating the party that had controlled the presidency and legislature for 71 years. He is even talking about changes in immigration on the Mexican side,
perhaps to include tighter control  at the border to prevent smuggling of immigrants, among other measures.

Leaders of Mexico and the U.S. are expected to reveal the outline of a bilateral  agreement on immigration sometime in September, though getting
legislation through Congress is bound to take considerably longer.

This is a unique time for the U.S. to reframe the debate according to economic reality--rather than rhetoric, politics, prejudices or fears--and rethink its
immigration policies.

- - -

Over the next few weeks, a series of Tribune editorials will look at different aspects of the American immigration muddle and offer suggestions for reform.

Several assumptions underpin the recommendations.

Despite current problems, immigration is--as it has been throughout American history--a key ingredient in America's success story as a democracy and an
economic superpower.

Our economy benefits from immigration. Immigrants enrich and energize the workforce by bringing in younger, enterprising workers. The youth of
immigrants is particularly important as the aging of the native workforce creates labor shortages and undercuts the solvency of Social Security and other
pension systems.

Perhaps the strongest argument to be made in favor of immigration is that the during the past 10 years, the U.S. has experienced unprecedented levels of
immigration and economic growth.

Even so, permission to live and work in this country is a privilege granted according to the best interests of the country. That means the U.S. has the
obligation to limit and select who is allowed to enter, and to maintain secure borders.

The faltering American immigration system, however, cannot be reformed piecemeal. Before a guest worker program is reactivated, the U.S. must deal
with the millions of illegal immigrants already here. And before it attempts to bring in more immigrants--and minimize whatever negative impact they might
have on certain sectors of the economy--the U.S. needs to set up an aggressive and equitable enforcement of wage and workplace protections to break
up the subterranean system of employers who exploit immigrants.

In the short term, and as a practical matter, an overhaul of immigration must begin with the flow of people from Mexico, which accounts for the largest
portion of the illegal immigrant population. Mexico's status as a member of the North American Free Trade Agreement--and the U.S.' second-largest
trading partner after Canada, the third member of the agreement--also argues for developing a freer immigration policy within the framework of freer trade
and economic relations.

A corollary is that migration from Mexico must be addressed bilaterally.  The us-versus-them policies both countries have traditionally pursued have yielded
very little except ill feelings and hardship on those trying to migrate.

Also as a practical matter, some type of amnesty for immigrants already here has to be the point of departure for any overhaul of immigration policy.
Legalizing illegals will have to be done under strict conditions--proof of a work history, no criminal record and such--but it is inevitable.

How many and under what conditions, of course, will be the crux of the debate.

Any mass deportation of millions of illegal immigrants, many or most of them already settled into jobs and life here, would be cruel and impractical.
Instead, the country would be better served by bringing these immigrants out from the shadows, and have them pay taxes and receive standard wages that
do not undercut those of the native workforce.

The U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, presently charged with enforcing the legal restrictions on immigrants while providing them with benefits
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and services, is an agency at war with itself. The agency needs to be reorganized so that enforcement and assistance are separate functions and an
equal emphasis is put on each.

Assimilation into one body politic, long a tenet of American immigration, must still be the norm. Transitional bilingual programs are necessary to deal with
children who can't speak English. But it's not the obligation, nor is it in the national  interest, for the government to foster the ethnic heritage of each
immigrant group, as some proponents of bilingual and bicultural  education advocated during the 1970s.

Immigration can, and should, strengthen rather than Balkanize American society.

That starts with an immigration policy that recognizes what contributions immigrants make to the U.S. economy and capitalizes on them.
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